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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To easily adjust the center frequency of

an SAW(surface acoustic wave) filter by measuring the input/output

characteristic including the frequency characteristic of an SAW device

and repeating both etching and oxide forming steps until the desired

input/output characteristic is obtained.

SOLUTION: A piezoelectric substrate 50 is placed in a chamber 52

having a terminal 70 which can measure the input/output characteristic

including the frequency characteristic of an SAW device. In an etching

step, the surface of an interdigital electrode constructing the SAW
device is shaped by a method such as the dry etching. In an oxide

forming step, an oxide is formed on the surface of the interdigital

electrode. In a repeating step, the input/output characteristic including

the frequency characteristic of the SAW device is measured via the

terminal 70. Then both etching and oxide forming steps are repeated

until the desired input/output characteristic is obtained.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages* caused by the use of this translation*

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] In the resonator mold surface acoustic wave filter constituted by the ladder mold circuit which consists of a

serial arm surface acoustic wave resonator and a juxtaposition arm surface acoustic wave resonator using the surface

acoustic wave resonator which changes the surface acoustic wave into an electrical signal after being prepared on a

piezo-electric substrate and changing an electrical signal into a surface acoustic wave two or more The resonance
frequency or antiresonant frequency of said serial arm surface acoustic wave resonator is measured. Put an insulator

layer on this serial arm surface acoustic wave resonator by the comparison with the measurement result and said

resonator mold surface acoustic wave center of filter frequency, or perform etching processing, and the resonance

frequency or antiresonant frequency of this serial arm surface acoustic wave resonator is adjusted. The antiresonant

frequency or resonance frequency of said juxtaposition arm surface acoustic wave resonator is measured. Putting an
insulator layer on this juxtaposition arm surface acoustic wave resonator by the comparison with the measurement
result and said resonator mold surface acoustic wave center of filter frequency, or performing etching processing, and
adjusting the antiresonant frequency or resonance frequency of this juxtaposition arm surface acoustic wave resonator

The frequency regulation approach of the resonator mold surface acoustic wave filter by which it is characterized.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation,

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2,**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim (s)]

[Claim 1] In the approach of adjusting the center frequency of said elastic surface device in case the surface acoustic

wave device formed on the piezo-electric substrate is manufactured The arrangement step which arranges said piezo-

electric substrate in the chamber which has a measurable terminal for input-output behavioral characteristics including

the frequency characteristics of the surface acoustic wave device concerned, The etching step which deletes the front

face of the crossover finger-like electrode which constitutes said surface acoustic wave device using approaches, such
as dry etching, Until it measures the oxide formation step which forms oxide in the front face of said crossover finger-

like electrode, and the input-output behavioral characteristics which include the frequency characteristics of said elastic

surface device through said terminal and a desired property is acquired The center frequency adjustment approach of

the surface acoustic wave device characterized by including the repeat step which repeats and performs said etching

step and said oxide formation step.

[Claim 2] The manufacture approach of the surface acoustic wave device using the approach of claim 1.

[Claim 3] The surface acoustic wave device manufactured using the approach of claim 1.

[Claim 4] The communication device using the surface acoustic wave device manufactured using the approach of claim

1.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to a SAW (surface acoustic wave) device. It is related with the approach
of adjusting the center frequency of the SAW device into a production process especially.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The SAW device is widely used as a frequency filter. Invention-in-this-application
persons are developing the filter using the Xtal base which narrow-band-ized the resonance frequency more.
[0003] This RF narrow band filter currently developed is a high Q resonator filter using STW on the Xtal substrate
(Surface Transverse Wave), and the acoustic velocity of those surface acoustic waves is 5100 m/s extent, and is suitable
for a high speed and RF-ization compared with the conventional device. The load Q value of this device currently
developed is about about 1500. Moreover, since the Xtal substrate is used for this STW device, it presents the
frequency temperature characteristic of about 1-4 ppm/degree C to the frequency temperature dependence property of -

18 ppm/degree C of the conventional SAW device. Consequently , as for the developed STW device, a frequency drift

serves as about 100 ppm (0.08MHz) extent to a 100-degree C temperature requirement.
[0004] Since it has high Q value, this developed STW device is set to about 0.5MHz to that pass band width having
been about 2.4MHz conventionally for example, with a 800MHz band filter. That is, super-narrow-band-ization is

attained to the conventional SAW device. In addition, the fractional band width of the developed STW device is 0.07%.
Moreover, similarly the magnitude of attenuation out of band is set to 35dB by **2MHz of center frequency to the
conventional device having been 20dB in **2MHz of center frequency, and the extensive improvement is realized.
Moreover, the application to VCO etc. is also possible for this developed STW device as a high Q resonator.
[0005] Since the acoustic velocity of a surface acoustic wave is quick, in the developed STW device, a 1GHz signal is

treated and it is about 1.3 micrometers in electrode line breadth. Therefore, under a current electrode processing
technique, manufacture of the filter which can treat even about l-2GHz as signal frequency is possible.
[0006] However, in this STW device that invention-in-this-application persons have developed, completion dimension
variations, such as electrode digital-furrow width of face and electrode layer thickness, became a problem for high Q
value and narrow pass band width. Fluctuation of the center of filter frequency especially by electrode layer thickness
variation brought a result to which the manufacture yield is reduced greatly.

[0007] The sensibility of the center frequency by the electrode layer thickness of this STW device is 0.2MHz / about
10A. Moreover, aluminum (aluminum) vacuum evaporationo equipment manufacture precision is 30A - about 60A.
Consequently, a maximum of about 1.2MHz of center frequency may be changed. At the conventional SAW filter,
although some fluctuation of such center frequency is extent which influences the yield, it also has a possibility that a
passband may completely become a different thing, with the Xtal STW filter developed newly as a result of fluctuation
of center frequency. Therefore, the situation where one piece does not exist [ the filter with which the target frequency
characteristics are acquired ] in 1 wafer (or inside of 1 batch), either is also fully assumed,
[0008] Therefore, invention-in-this-application persons needed to investigate fluctuation of the center frequency by the
marginal process tolerance of the vacuum evaporationo equipment which was not made an issue of until now and the
film production variation condition (electrode layer thickness, electrode digital-furrow width of face) about the newly
developed STW device, and needed to establish the technique of adjusting the center frequency
[0009] The explanatory view showing the SAW filter manufacture approach of the conventional FDB method is shown
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in FDB manufacture method drawing 5 . A FDB method is the manufacture approach of connecting with a SAW chip
I/O pad the pattern formed in the interior of the package 12 which contains the SAW chip 10 through the facing-each-
other golden bump 14, and performing electric connection and mechanical maintenance to coincidence.

[0010] This manufacture approach has a stable package internal state in order not to use adhesives etc., and it is suitable

for manufacture of the various narrow-band SAW filters containing the above-mentioned Xtal STW filter. Moreover,
since a SAW device can be miniaturized, it is mostly used for a mass-production form.

[001 1] The present manufacture approach and the production process of the adjustment approach SAW filter of center

frequency can roughly be divided into the wafer process of the first half, and the assembly process of the second half.

The flow chart showing this production process is shown in drawing 6 .

[0012] In the wafer process 20, an electrode pattern, pad pattern formation, other substrate surface treatment, etc, are

performed on a piezo-electric substrate. Resist spreading is performed in step S6-1, and exposure and development are

performed in step S6-2 and step S6-3. Moreover, aluminum vacuum evaporationo is performed in step S6-4,

Furthermore, a lift-off activity is done in step S6-5. These processings of each are performed for every pattern.

[0013] Since the vacuum evaporationo thickness of an electrode pattern influences the frequency characteristics of a

filter directly, control of thickness is important. The technique formed with thousands of A high degree of accuracy of
**40A is known. In the conventional SAW device, pass band width was about 2.4MHz, and although the manufacture
yield was bad, there was little need for frequency regulation. However, with the above-mentioned Xtal STW filter

which this invention persons are developing, since ********** iS realized extremely, the process for adjusting a

frequency must be included in a production process.

[0014] Step S In 6-6, when inspection of center frequency fO is conducted and it is judged that center frequency fO
needs to be adjusted, adjustment of center frequency fO is performed in step S6-7. And bump formation is performed in

step S6-8.

[0015] Next, assembly of a SAW chip is performed in the assembly process 22. Dicing is performed in step S6-9.
Moreover, chip washing is performed in step S6-10. Moreover, processing of FDB(s), such as package stuffing, is

performed in step S6-12. Finally sealing processing is performed in step S6-13.
[0016] Inspection of a final product is conducted in step S6-14, and what passed inspection is shipped.

[0017] As stated above, drawing 6 is the flow chart which showed the production process of the Xtal STW filter, and
RF prober measurement process and fO adjustment process are added to the production process of the conventional
SAW. fO adjustment mentioned above is performed by an RIE system (dry etching) or the developer (wet etching).
Since a process increases, a manufacturing cost increases.

[0018] Frequency regulation is performed for every wafer, every chip - **** now, things are difficult. Adjustment
of a frequency is performed by deleting the electrode or the piezo-electric substrate front face of all chips in 1 wafer
very small. Reactive-ion-etching (RIE) equipment is the most accurate, and an adjusting device has little manufacture
variation. This equipment performs frequency regulation by the approach of shaving an electrode material (aluminum-
Cu) using chlorine-based gas. In the wafer process 20, the equipment which develops a resist is diverted and there is

also a method of performing wet etching and deleting an electrode surface. Although this approach of manufacture
precision variation etc. is large, since it is simple, frequency regulation is performed in the actual site using this
equipment in many cases.

[0019] The above-mentioned RIE system fits accurate frequency regulation. The trouble of this equipment is how far to
be able to drop an etching rate. On the other hand, although wet etching is inferior about the homogeneity and
repeatability of adjustment, for the reason mentioned above, several 10A - about 100A of electrodes is shaved using a
wet etch station in practice, and about 2MHz [ a maximum of ] frequency regulation is performed.
[0020] Now, as stated above, there was wet etching or a dry etching technique as center frequency adjustment
technique of the SAW device formed on the piezo-electric substrate.

[0021] For example, the approach using the etching reagent which diluted fluoric acid, a nitric acid, etc. is common to
the wet etching of aluminum (aluminum). An organic alkali system developer can also be used for carrying out minute
amount etching. Electrode thickness is made thin by etching an electrode material, and the center frequency of a
component is raised.

[0022] Moreover, as dry etching, the reactive-ion-etching (RIE) technique is used widely. An electrode material and a
chlorine gas system are made to react within RF electric field. Center frequency can be raised by etching an electrode
material. °
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[0023]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Now, when a surface acoustic wave device is RF-ized more than a 800MHz
band, IDT electrode width of face becomes as narrow [ 1 micrometer and electrode layer thickness ] as lOOnm or less,

and & thickness control technique about 10A or less is needed further. In this case, the process tolerance of an electrode
influences the center frequency of a device. Furthermore, it is necessary to also pay attention to the oxidation
phenomenon of an electrode surface. The reason is that the thickness of an oxide film influences the center frequency
of a device. Furthermore, a technique of adjusting a frequency more correctly is also desired.

[0024] Moreover, since an oxidation phenomenon advances gradually, center frequency measurement on a wafer must
be performed where the above-mentioned oxide film is stabilized. If it measures while it has been unstable, it will also
be assumed that center frequency changes with next oxidation phenomena in the time of measurement and product
shipment in an erector.

[0025] The manufacture approach of the conventional technique mentioned above and the adjustment approach of a
frequency are the single processes of sentiment (dry) etching activity -> center frequency measurement, and are not
repeatedly performed on the character of an activity. The accuracy of control of the amount of etching is needed.
[0026] Especially wet etching has a bad controllability in order to make an etching reagent corrode a substrate. If it

returns, frequency change is large and the activity with which center frequency is doubled with a desired frequency is

difficult. Moreover, since it is not taken into consideration at all about formation of an oxide film, secular change of
center frequency may arise. Specifically, the following can be said.

[0027] The electrode finger of an SAW filter is formed by the approach of carrying out vacuum deposition of
aluminum-Cu. aluminum reacts chemically with the oxygen in air, and serves as an oxidation compound. The thickness

of an oxidization compound increases gradually with time amount, and if it reaches a certain thickness determined with
the ambient temperature of a device, it will not advance any more. This thickness is considered to be several angstroms
- 100A.

[0028] As mentioned above, this oxidation reaction advances gradually after manufacture of an SAW filter, and the

oxide-film thickness of an electrode surface changes. If oxide thickness changes, a center of filter frequency will also

shift. In the Prior art, although there were few products with the need of taking into consideration the effect of the

property on this oxide film, the adjustment technique of center frequency in which the effect on this property was taken
into consideration is desired as narrow-band-ization of an SAW filter advances.

[0029] This invention is made in view of the above-mentioned technical problem, and is that the purpose can adjust the
center frequency of an SAW filter easily, and secular change of center frequency offer the adjustment approach of
small center frequency.

[0030]

[Means for Solving the Problem] This invention is performed by etching an aluminum-Cu electrode for fO adjustment
using chlorine-based gas using an RIE system, in order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem. And this

invention proposes the new frequency regulation approach in consideration of the effect of an oxide film.

[0031] As mentioned above, fluctuation of the center frequency to thickness has the sensibility of 0.2MHz / about 10A.
Even if number + angstrom extent and the thickness of an oxide film change, center frequency will shift delicately
under the effect. Moreover, if control and management of oxide film thickness are not carried out but natural formation
of the oxide film is carried out, center frequency will age and it will have big effect on the dependability of a device.
Moreover, if an oxide film layer and an aluminum layer are etched ranging over the time of electrode etching, since the
properties of an ingredient differ, an etching rate changes, and exact etching is difficult.

[0032] In order to prevent secular change, the easiest solution forms the oxide film of an electrode intentionally. The
approach of raising substrate temperature in ozone gas for forming an oxide film is desirable. Since Above RIE is gas
and a method made to react within a chamber, formation of an oxide film is easily possible for it by replacing gas with
ozone. And it can work within this batch and is desirable on a production process.
[0033] About the electrode finger of the SAW filter arranged inside a RIE etching manufacture chamber, drawing
which carried out the enlarged display of the cross section is shown in drawing 1 .

[0034] The explanatory view about formation of an oxide film is shown in drawing 1 (1). Ozone gas is first introduced
in an RIE system chamber. By controlling the interior temperature of a chamber (150 degrees C - about 200 degrees C),
the oxjde film d more than the natural oxidation thickness decided by operating environment temperature of a device is*
formed beforehand. RF measurement performs center frequency measurement after formation, and the amount of
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etching (cutting thickness) from which the target frequency is obtained is determined.

[0035] Next, in drawing 1 (2), exchange is performed for the gas in a chamber with chlorine-based gas, the gas
concentration of an RIE system, RF power, etching time, etc, are controlled, and it etches to the target thickness.
Etching thickness is ****ed within the oxide thickness created by formation of the oxide film explained by drawing 1

(1). When needing to be cut beyond it, it carries out by repeating the process to drawing 1 (1) and drawing 1 (3)

described below from drawing 1 (2).

[0036] Next, in drawing 1 (3), ozone gas is again introduced in a chamber and oxide-film formation is performed;
Formation of this oxide film is performed in order to compensate the oxide-film thickness for the electrode layer

thickness cut by RIE. Let the oxide film obtained by formation of this oxide film be the same thickness as the oxide-
film thickness formed in the processing explained by drawing 1 (1) mentioned above. Consequently, even if it takes out
a device and leaves it out of a chamber, fluctuation of the center frequency of the device after electrode etching can be
prevented, and the adjusted center frequency is maintained.

[0037] Electrode etching and center frequency adjustment which minded electrode oxide film effect by the above
approach can be performed.

[0038] Moreover, when it is not able to adjust to the target center frequency and it adjusts still more correctly, and
etching more than oxide film thickness, it is desirable to repeat again actuation of said drawing 1 (1) thru/or drawing 1

(3), and to perform it.

[0039] Moreover, center frequency can be lowered, if it not only raises center frequency, but it changes reactant gas to

a fluorine system and the Xtal substrate front face is etched. When etching the Xtal substrate front face by fluorine

system gas, since electrode oxide-film thickness does not change, it does not need to form an oxide film again. That is,

down stream processing explained by drawing 1 (1) and drawing 1 (3) changes reactant gas into fluorine system gas
from chlorine-based gas by down stream processing explained by drawing 1 (2), without performing, and only the

thickness from which the target frequency is obtained cuts the Xtal substrate front face.

[0040] By any approach described above, frequency regulation can be performed about the SAW device in a substrate

at the process of one batch, without opening and closing a chamber.

[0041] Specifically, this invention has adopted the following means.

[0042] In the approach of adjusting the center frequency of said elastic surface device in case the 1st this invention

manufactures the surface acoustic wave device formed on the piezo-electric substrate The arrangement step which
arranges said piezo-electric substrate in the chamber which has a measurable terminal for input-output behavioral
characteristics including the frequency characteristics of the surface acoustic wave device concerned, The etching step
which deletes the front face of the crossover finger-like electrode which constitutes said surface acoustic wave device
using approaches, such as dry etching, Until it measures the oxide formation step which forms oxide in the front face of
said crossover finger-like electrode, and the input-output behavioral characteristics which include the frequency
characteristics of said elastic surface device through said terminal and a desired property is acquired It is the center
frequency adjustment approach of the surface acoustic wave device characterized by including the repeat step which
repeats and performs said etching step and said oxide formation step,

[0043] Moreover, the 2nd this invention is the manufacture approach of a surface acoustic wave device of having used
the approach of the 1st this invention,

[0044] Moreover, the 3rd this invention is the surface acoustic wave device manufactured using the approach of the 1st
this invention.

[0045] Moreover, the 4th this invention is a communication device using the surface acoustic wave device
manufactured using the approach of the 1st this invention.

[0046]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of suitable operation of this invention is explained based on a
drawing.

[0047] The explanatory view showing the situation of center frequency adjustment of a SAW device is shown in gestalt
1 drawing 2 of operation.

[0048] A chamber 52 is equipped with the piezo-electric substrate 50 with which the electrode pattern of the SAW
device shown in drawing^ mentioned later was formed as shown in this drawing. And gas is introduced in a chamber
52 and the plasma is generated. In the chamber 52, the susceptor 62 of the piezo-electric substrate 50 is formed. This
susceptor 62 is formed using the quartz plate. Moreover, the metallic plus electrode 51 is attached under the susceptor
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62, and the output of RF power source is connected to this plus electrode 51 through a capacitor. On the other hand, it

is attached above the piezo-electric substrate 50 so that the grounded grand electrode 53 may be parallel to the above-

mentioned plus electrode 51. In this way, by impressing high-frequency voltage to the plus electrode 51 and the grand

electrode 53 according to RF power source, the ion generated in the plasma can be accelerated by electric field, and

anisotropic etching can be carried out now to the piezo-electric substrate 50.

[0049] The structure which the coaxial track for measuring the electrical property of a SAW device penetrates is

prepared in the lower part of a chamber 52. The pad pattern 60 for the terminal of a coaxial track point to contact, as

shown in a SAW device at drawing 4 is formed beforehand. Adjustable [ of the location of the sense terminal 70 of the

point fixed to the susceptor 62 of the piezo-electric substrate 50 ] is carried out, and the contact to a tip adjusts it. The
justification tongue 64 of the sense terminal 70 for that is formed in susceptor 62. Justification of the sense terminal 70
of a point is beforehand performed, where a chamber 52 is opened. That is, the sense terminal 70 of a point contacts the

pad pattern 60 (refer to drawing 4 ) for SAW electrode measurement, and it can be made to carry out electrical property

measurement of it.

{0050] After equipping susceptor 62 with the piezo-electric substrate 50, the covering device 66 of the case of a

chamber 52 is shut, and the exhaust air in a chamber 52 is performed. If the inside of a chamber 52 reaches a certain

amount of degree of vacuum, the gas for oxidizing an electrode surface first will.be introduced. Gas chooses what is

oxidized to the aluminum which is electrode materials, such as ozone. If such gas is introduced in a chamber 52, the

thermoregulator (not shown) with which susceptor 62 was equipped will be driven, and the piezo-electric substrate 50
is heated. By heating the piezo-electric substrate 50, oxidation reaction of an electrode surface can be promoted and the

oxide film of the target thickness can be formed in a short time. What is necessary is to lay a pipe under susceptor 62 or

the plus electrode 51, for example, and just to circulate a heat exchange medium to this pipe, although a

thermoregulator can be constituted using the conventional technique.

[0051] The thickness of the oxide film to form is more than oxidation thickness decided by operating environment

temperature of the SAW device, and let it be the oxidation thickness to which oxidation does not advance any more at

the operating environment temperature. If oxide-film formation is completed, center frequency measurement will be

performed. The center frequency measured at this time is called fO reference value of that device. Thus, after forming

an oxide film, the measured value of fstable 0 (center frequency) can be obtained by measuring center frequency.

[0052] Thus, after criteria fO measurement is completed, the inside of a chamber 52 is exhausted and chlorine-based gas

is shortly introduced in a chamber 52. RF power is impressed after installation of gas and dry etching processing is

performed. The optimal conditions about RF power and gas concentration in the case of dry etching processing are

inspected beforehand, and are searched for. Dry etching processing is performed under the optimal conditions. Control

of the amount of etching is performed by RF power application time amount etc. Center frequency becomes high by
etching. Etching time is shorter set up so that the target center frequency may not be exceeded.

[0053] It will exhaust, if dry etching processing is completed, and oxide-film formation is performed again. If the target

oxide-film thickness is obtained, center frequency measurement will be performed again. When the target frequency is

not reached, it exhausts further, and the process of the above-mentioned dry etching and oxide-film formation is

repeated. It will exhaust, if the target center frequency is obtained, and a substrate is taken out.

[0054] Thus, frequency measurement is performed, always forming a fixed oxide film using the chamber 52 of the
structure shown in drawing 2 .

[0055] As mentioned above, the gestalt of this operation repeats and processes fO adjustment, frequency stabilization

(oxide-film formation), and frequency measurement within 1 patch. Therefore, it becomes possible to do a lasting

frequency measurement activity, moreover, since repeat processing can be performed, if dry etching processing is

performed roughly in the beginning (namely, the amount of etching - large - setting up) and center frequency
approaches the purpose frequency, processing conditions will be changed and what is tuned finely (that is, the amount
of etching is made into a small value) will be made. Therefore, it is possible to perform processing correctly [ are a
short time and ].

[0056J According to the gestalt of this operation, since the center frequency of a SAW device is measured directly,
even if the situation in gas or a chamber 52 changes, mistaken etching processing is carried out and there is no
possibility of adjusting to the purpose frequency and a greatly different frequency.
[0057] Moreover, according to the gestalt of this operation, since the oxide film is formed, the frequency change by
subsequent time amount progress can be prevented. It becomes unnecessary therefore, to take into consideration the
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frequency drift by secular change.

[0058] The explanatory view showing the situation of adjustment of the center frequency in the gestalt of other

operations is shown in gestalt 2 drawing 3 of operation.

[0059] A SAW device is not in a wafer condition, the dicing of it is carried out and flip chip mounting is carried out as
shown in drawing 3 . That is, it is supported with the gestalt as shown in drawing 6 mentioned above.
[0060] In flip chip mounting, the golden bump's 14 space for height is surely vacant between the SAW chip 10 and the

package 12. In the case of the flip chip mold surface acoustic wave device using the golden bump 14, about 30-
micrometer space is vacant. Moreover, about 50-micrometer space is vacant also between the side edge of the SAW
chip 10, and the package 12. As mentioned above, excitation active species reaches a chip electrode surface through the
space of a package 12 and the SAW chip 10. Consequently, the matter on the elastic wave propagation field of the front

face of the SAW chip 10 is etched. A sense terminal 70 contacts the pattern of a package 12 from the flesh side of
susceptor 62, and electrical measurement is possible for it. That is, two stomata forRF coaxial track insertion are
prepared in susceptor 62, and a sense terminal 70 contacts the pattern of a package 12 through this stoma, respectively.
And good contact is attained by tuning the location of a sense terminal 70 finely,

[0061] Thus, in the package 12 with which the chip was mounted in the chamber 52, even if it performs wearing,
exhaust air, dry etching, exhaust air, electrode oxidation, and electrical property measurement, the same effectiveness
as the gestalt 1 of the above-mentioned implementation is acquired.

[0062]

[Effect of the Invention] As stated above, it is not necessary to regard the effect of the natural oxidation film which runs
with time amount, and, according to this invention, exact center frequency adjustment of a SAW device is possible.
Since an oxide film is beforehand formed in an adjustment phase in this invention, the manufacture approach that the
device whose engine performance was stable in the long run can be obtained can be offered.

[0063] Furthermore, according to this invention, since single equipment performs RF measurement, fO adjustment
(electrode etching), and fO stabilization (oxide-film formation) to coincidence, it is possible to realize a routing counter
and cost reduction.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to a SAW (surface acoustic wave) device. It is related with the approach
of adjusting the center frequency of the SAW device into a production process especially.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.
2_**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art] The SAW device is widely used as a frequency filter. Invention-in-this-application
persons are developing the filter using the Xtal base which narrow-band-ized the resonance frequency more.
[0003] This RF narrow band filter currently developed is a high Q resonator filter using STW on the Xtal substrate
(Surface Transverse Wave), and the acoustic velocity of those surface acoustic waves is 5100 m/s extent, and is suitable
for a high speed and RF-ization compared with the conventional device. The load Q value of this device currently
developed is about about 1500. Moreover, since the Xtal substrate is used for this STW device, it presents the
frequency temperature characteristic of about 1-4 ppm/degree C to the frequency temperature dependence property of -

18 ppm/degree C of the conventional SAW device. Consequently, as for the developed STW device, a frequency drift
serves as about 100 ppm (0.08MHz) extent to a 100-degree C temperature requirement.
[0004] Since it has high Q value, this developed STW device is set to about 0.5MHz to that pass band width having
been about 2.4MHz conventionally for example, with a 800MHz band filter. That is, super-narrow-band-ization is

attained to the conventional SAW device. In addition, the fractional band width of the developed STW device is 0.07%.
Moreover, similarly the magnitude of attenuation out of band is set to 35dB by **2MHz of center frequency to the
conventional device having been 20dB in **2MHz of center frequency, and the extensive improvement is realized.
Moreover, the application to VCO etc. is also possible for this developed STW device as a high Q resonator.
[0005] Since the acoustic velocity of a surface acoustic wave is quick, in the developed STW device, a 1GHz signal is

treated and it is about 1,3 micrometers in electrode line breadth. Therefore, under a current electrode processing
technique, manufacture of the filter which can treat even about l-2GHz as signal frequency is possible.
[0006] However, in this STW device that invention-in-this-application persons have developed, completion dimension
variations, such as electrode digital-furrow width of face and electrode layer thickness, became a problem for high Q
value and narrow pass band width. Fluctuation of the center of filter frequency especially by electrode layer thickness
variation brought a result to which the manufacture yield is reduced greatly.

[0007] The sensibility of the center frequency by the electrode layer thickness of this STW device is 0.2MHz / about
10A. Moreover, aluminum (aluminum) vacuum evaporationo equipment manufacture precision is 30A - about 60A.
Consequently, a maximum of about 1.2MHz of center frequency may be changed. At the conventional SAW filter,

*

although some fluctuation of such center frequency is extent which influences the yield, it also has a possibility that a
passband may completely become a different thing, with the Xtal STW filter developed newly as a result of fluctuation
of center frequency. Therefore, the situation where one piece does not exist [ the filter with which the target frequency
characteristics are acquired ] in 1 wafer (or inside of 1 batch), either is also fully assumed.
[0008] Therefore, invention-in-this-application persons needed to investigate fluctuation of the center frequency by the
marginal process tolerance of the vacuum evaporationo equipment which was not made an issue of until now and the
film production variation condition (electrode layer thickness, electrode digital-furrow width of face) about the newly
developed STW device, and needed to establish the technique of adjusting the center frequency.
[0009] The explanatory view showing the SAW filter manufacture approach of the conventional FDB method is shown
in FDB manufacture method drawing 5 . A FDB method is the manufacture approach of connecting with a SAW chip
I/O pad the pattern formed in the interior of the package 12 which contains the SAW chip 10 through the facine-each-

ESfm iu
en P

'

and Performing electric connection and mechanical maintenance to coincidence.
1001 0J This manufacture approach has a stable package internal state in order not to use adhesives etc., and it is suitable
for manufacture of the various narrow-band SAW filters containing the above-mentioned Xtal STW filter Moreover
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since a SAW device can be miniaturized, it is mostly used for a mass-production form.
[0011] The present manufacture approach and the production process of the adjustment approach SAW filter of center
frequency can roughly be divided into the wafer process of the first halft and the assembly process of the second half.
The flow chart showing this production process is shown in drawing 6 .

[0012] In the wafer process 20, an electrode pattern, pad pattern formation, other substrate surface treatment, etc. are
performed on a piezo-electric substrate. Resist spreading is performed in step S6-1, and exposure and development are
performed in step S6-2 and step S6-3. Moreover, aluminum vacuum evaporationo is performed in step S6-4.
Furthermore, a lift-off activity is done in step S6-5. These processings of each are performed for every pattern.
[0013] Since the vacuum evaporationo thickness of an electrode pattern influences the frequency characteristics of a
filter directly, control of thickness is important. The technique formed with thousands of A high degree of accuracy of
**40A is known. In the conventional SAW device, pass band width was about 2.4MHz, and although the manufacture
yield was bad, there was little need for frequency regulation. However, with the above-mentioned Xtal STW filter

which this invention persons are developing, since ********** is realized extremely, the process for adjusting a
frequency must be included in a production process.

[0014] Step S In 6-6, when inspection of center frequency fO is conducted and it is judged that center frequency fO
needs to be adjusted, adjustment of center frequency fO is performed in step S6-7. And bump formation is performed in
step S6-8.

[0015] Next, assembly of a SAW chip is performed in the assembly process 22. Dicing is performed in step S6-9.
Moreover, chip washing is performed in step S6-10. Moreover, processing of FDB(s), such as package stuffing, is

performed in step S6-12. Finally sealing processing is performed in step S6-13.

[0016] Inspection of a final product is conducted in step S6-14, and what passed inspection is shipped.
[0017] As stated above, drawing 6 is the flow chart which showed the production process of the Xtal STW filter, and
RF prober measurement process and fO adjustment process are added to the production process of the conventional
SAW. fO adjustment mentioned above is performed by an RIE system (dry etching) or the developer (wet etching).
Since a process increases, a manufacturing cost increases.

[0018] Frequency regulation is performed for every wafer, every chip **** -- now, things are difficult. Adjustment
of a frequency is performed by deleting the electrode or the piezo-electric substrate front face of all chips in 1 wafer
very small. Reactive-ion-etching (RIE) equipment is the most accurate, and an adjusting device has little manufacture
variation. This equipment performs frequency regulation by the approach of shaving an electrode material (aluminum-
Cu) using chlorine-based gas. In the wafer process 20, the equipment which develops a resist is diverted and there is

also a method of performing wet etching and deleting an electrode surface. Although this approach of manufacture
precision variation etc. is large, since it is simple, frequency regulation is performed in the actual site using this
equipment in many cases.

[0019] The above-mentioned RIE system fits accurate frequency regulation. The trouble of this equipment is how far to
be able to drop an etching rate. On the other hand, although wet etching is inferior about the homogeneity and
repeatability of adjustment, for the reason mentioned above, several 10A - about 100A of electrodes is shaved using a
wet etch station in practice, and about 2MHz [ a maximum of ] frequency regulation is performed.
[0020] Now, as stated above, there was wet etching or a dry etching technique as center frequency adjustment
technique of the SAW device formed on the piezo-electric substrate.

[0021] For example, the approach using the etching reagent which diluted fluoric acid, a nitric acid, etc. is common to
the wet etching of aluminum (aluminum). An organic alkali system developer can also be used for carrying out minute
amount etching. Electrode thickness is made thin by etching an electrode material, and the center frequency of a
component is raised.

[0022] Moreover, as dry etching, the reactive-ion-etching (RIE) technique is used widely. An electrode material and a
chlorine gas system are made to react within RF electric field. Center frequency can be raised by etching an electrode
material.

[Translation done.]
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3,In the drawings, any words are not translated.,

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect of the Invention] As stated above, it is not necessary to regard the effect of the natural oxidation film tvhich runs

with time amount, and, according to this invention, exact center frequency adjustment of a SAW device is possible.

Since an oxide film is beforehand formed in an adjustment phase in this invention, the manufacture approach that the

device whose engine performance was stable in the long run can be obtained can be offered.

[0063] Furthermore, according to this invention, since single equipment performs RF measurement, fO adjustment

(electrode etching), and fO stabilization (oxide-film formation) to coincidence, it is possible to realize a routing counter

and cost reduction.

[Translation done.]
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TECHNICAL PROBLEM

will also

zh of a

[Problern(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Now, when a surface acoustic wave device is RF-ized more than i 800MHz
band, IDT electrode width of face becomes as narrow [ 1 micrometer and electrode layer thickness ] as lOOnxn or less,

and a thickness control technique about 10A or less is needed further. In this case, the process tolerance of ar electrode

influences the center frequency of a device. Furthermore, it is necessary to also pay attention to the oxidation

phenomenon of an electrode surface. The reason is that the thickness of an oxide film influences the center frequency

of a device. Furthermore, a technique of adjusting a frequency more correctly is also desired.

[0024] Moreover, since an oxidation phenomenon advances gradually, center frequency measurement on a wafer must
be performed where the above-mentioned oxide film is stabilized. If it measures while it has been unstable, it

be assumed that center frequency changes with next oxidation phenomena in the time of measurement and pijoduct

shipment in an erector.

[0025] The manufacture approach of the conventional technique mentioned above and the adjustment approa:

frequency are the single processes of sentiment (dry) etching activity -> center frequency measurement, and are not

repeatedly performed on the character of an activity. The accuracy of control of the amount of etching is needed.

[0026] Especially wet etching has a bad controllability in order to make an etching reagent corrode a substrate. If it

returns, frequency change is large and the activity with which center frequency is doubled with a desired frequency is

difficult. Moreover, since it is not taken into consideration at all about formation of an oxide film, secular chinge of

center frequency may arise. Specifically, the following can be said.

[0027] The electrode finger of an SAW filter is formed by the approach of carrying out vacuum deposition oi

aluminum-Cu. aluminum reacts chemically with the oxygen in air, and serves as an oxidation compound. The thickness

of an oxidization compound increases gradually with time amount, and if it reaches a certain thickness determined with
the ambient temperature of a device, it will not advance any more. This thickness is considered to be several ingstroms
- 100A.

[0028] As mentioned above, this oxidation reaction advances gradually after manufacture of an SAW filter, and the

oxide-film thickness of an electrode surface changes. If oxide thickness changes, a center of filter frequency 1 vill also

shift. In the Prior art, although there were few products with the need of taking into consideration the effect of the
property on this oxide film, the adjustment technique of center frequency in which the effect on this property was taken
into consideration is desired as narrow-band-ization of an SAW filter advances.

[0029] This invention is made in view of the above-mentioned technical problem, and is that the purpose can adjust the
center frequency of an SAW filter easily, and secular change of center frequency offer the adjustment approa :h of
small center frequency.

[Translation done.]
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MEANS

ibout 10A.

lately

formation

[Means for Solving the Problem] This invention is performed by etching an aluminum-Cu electrode for fO adjustment
using chlorine-based gas using an RIE system, in order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem. Anji this
invention proposes the new frequency regulation approach in consideration of the effect of an oxide film.

[0031 J As mentioned above, fluctuation of the center frequency to thickness has the sensibility of 0.2MHz /

Even if number + angstrom extent and the thickness of an oxide film change, center frequency will shift deli
under the effect. Moreover, if control and management of oxide film thickness are not carried out but natural
of the oxide film is carried out, center frequency will age and it will have big effect on the dependability of s device.
Moreover, if an oxide film layer and an aluminum layer are etched ranging over the time of electrode etching, since the
properties of an ingredient differ, an etching rate changes, and exact etching is difficult.

[0032] In order to prevent secular change, the easiest solution forms the oxide film of an electrode intentions Uy. The
approach of raising substrate temperature in ozone gas for forming an oxide film is desirable. Since Above RIE is gas
and a method made to react within a chamber, formation of an oxide film is easily possible for it by replacing gas with
ozone. And it can work within this batch and is desirable on a production process.

[0033] About the electrode finger of the SAW filter arranged inside a RIE etching manufacture chamber, drawing
which carried out the enlarged display of the cross section is shown in drawing 1

.

[0034] Hie explanatory view about formation of an oxide film is shown in drawing 1 (1). Ozone gas is first introduced
in an RIE system chamber. By controlling the interior temperature of a chamber (150 degrees C - about 200 degrees C),
the oxide film d more than the natural oxidation thickness decided by operating environment temperature of a device is
formed beforehand. RF measurement performs center frequency measurement after formation, and the amount of
etching (cutting thickness) from which the target frequency is obtained is determined.
[0035] Next, in drawing 1 (2), exchange is performed for the gas in a chamber with chlorine-based gas, the gas
concentration of an RIE system, RF power, etching time, etc. are controlled, and it etches to the target thickness.
Etching thickness is ****ed within the oxide thickness created by formation of the oxide film explained by d rawing 1

(1). When needing to be cut beyond it, it carries out by repeating the process to drawing 1 (1) and drawing 1 (3)
described below from drawing 1 (2).

[0036] Next, in drawing 1 (3), ozone gas is again introduced in a chamber and oxide-film formation is performed.
Formation of this oxide film is performed in order to compensate the oxide-film thickness for the electrode hyer
thickness cut by RIE. Let the oxide film obtained by formation of this oxide film be the same thickness as the oxide-
film thickness formed in the processing explained by drawing I (1) mentioned above. Consequently, even if It takes out
a device and leaves it out of a chamber, fluctuation of the center frequency of the device after electrode etching can be
prevented, and the adjusted center frequency is maintained.
[0037] Electrode etching and center frequency adjustment which minded electrode oxide film effect by the above
approach can be performed.

[0038] Moreover, when it is not able to adjust to the target center frequency and it adjusts still more correctly and
etching more than oxide film thickness, it is desirable to repeat again actuation of said drawing 1 (1) thru/or c rawing 1
(3) , and to perform it.

~a—
[0039] Moreover, center frequency can be lowered, if it not only raises center frequency, but it changes reactant eas toa fluorine system and the Xtal substrate front face is etched. When etching the Xtal substrate front face by fluorirTe
system gas, since electrode oxide-film thickness does not change, it does not need to form an oxide film again That is
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down stream processing explained by drawing 1 (1) and drawing 1 (3) changes reactant gas into fluorine sys em gas
from chlorine-based gas by down stream processing explained by drawing 1 (2), without performing, and on.y the
thickness from which the target frequency is obtained cuts the Xtal substrate front face.

[0040] By any approach described above, frequency regulation can be performed about the SAW device in a substrate
at the process of one batch, without opening and closing a chamber.

[0041] Specifically, this invention has adopted the following means.
[0042] In the approach of adjusting the center frequency of said elastic surface device in case the 1st this invsntion
manufactures the surface acoustic wave device formed on the piezo-electric substrate The arrangement step which
arranges said piezo-electric substrate in the chamber which has a measurable terminal for input-output behavioral
characteristics including the frequency characteristics of the surface acoustic wave device concerned, The etching step

which deletes the front face of the crossover finger-like electrode which constitutes said surface acoustic wave device
using approaches, such as dry etching, Until it measures the oxide formation step which forms oxide in the ftont face of
said crossover finger-like electrode, and the input-output behavioral characteristics which include the frequency
characteristics of said elastic surface device through said terminal and a desired property is acquired It is the center

frequency adjustment approach of the surface acoustic wave device characterized by including the repeat ste; > which
repeats and performs said etching step and said oxide formation step.

[0043] Moreover, the 2nd this invention is the manufacture approach of a surface acoustic wave device of having used
the approach of the 1st this invention.

[0044] Moreover, the 3rd this invention is the surface acoustic wave device manufactured using the approach of the 1st

this invention.

[0045] Moreover, the 4th this invention is a communication device using the surface acoustic wave device

manufactured using the approach of the 1st this invention,

[0046]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of suitable operation of this invention is explained base I on a

drawing.

[0047] The explanatory view showing the situation of center frequency adjustment of a SAW device is show i in gestalt

1 drawing 2 of operation.

[0048] A chamber 52 is equipped with the piezo-electric substrate 50 with which the electrode pattern of the SAW
device shown in drawing 4 mentioned later was formed as shown in this drawing. And gas is introduced in a chamber
52 and the plasma is generated. In the chamber 52, the susceptor 62 of the piezo-electric substrate 50 is formed. This
susceptor 62 is formed using the quartz plate. Moreover, the metallic plus electrode 51 is attached under the j usceptor
62, and the output of RF power source is connected to this plus electrode 51 through a capacitor. On the other hand, it

is attached above the piezo-electric substrate 50 so that the grounded grand electrode 53 may be parallel to the above-
mentioned plus electrode 51. In this way, by impressing high-frequency voltage to the plus electrode 51 and he grand
electrode 53 according to RF power source, the ion generated in the plasma can be accelerated by electric fie d, and
anisotropic etching can be carried out now to the piezo-electric substrate 50.

[0049] The structure which the coaxial track for measuring the electrical property of a SAW device penetrates is

prepared in the lower part of a chamber 52. The pad pattern 60 for the terminal of a coaxial track point to coiltact, as
shown in a SAW device at drawing 4 is formed beforehand. Adjustable [ of the location of the sense terminal 70 of the
point fixed to the susceptor 62 of the piezo-electric substrate 50 ] is carried out, and the contact to a tip adjusts it, The
justification tongue 64 of the sense terminal 70 for that is formed in susceptor 62. Justification of the sense terminal 70
of a point is beforehand performed, where a chamber 52 is opened. That is, the sense terminal 70 of a point contacts the
pad pattern 60 (refer to drawing^ ) for SAW electrode measurement, and it can be made to carry out electrical property
measurement of it. I

[0050] After equipping susceptor 62 with the piezo-electric substrate 50, the covering device 66 of the case of a
chamber 52 is shut, and the exhaust air in a chamber 52 is performed. If the inside of a chamber 52 reaches a certain
amount of degree of vacuum, the gas for oxidizing an electrode surface first will be introduced. Gas chooses vhat is
oxidized to the aluminum which is electrode materials, such as ozone. If such gas is introduced in a chamber 52, the
thermoregulator (not shown) with which susceptor 62 was equipped will be driven, and the piezo-electric substrate 50
is heated. By heating the piezo-electric substrate 50, oxidation reaction of an electrode surface can be promoted and the
oxide film of the target thickness can be formed in a short time. What is necessary is to lay a pipe under suscdptor 62 or
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the plus electrode 51, for example, and just to circulate a heat exchange medium to this pipe, although a

thermoregulator can be constituted using the conventional technique.

[0051] The thickness of the oxide film to form is more than oxidation thickness decided by operating environment
temperature of the SAW device, and let it be the oxidation thickness to which oxidation does not advance any more at

the operating environment temperature. If oxide-film formation is completed, center frequency measurement will be
performed. The center frequency measured at this time is called fO reference value of that device. Thus, after forming
an oxide film, the measured value of fstable 0 (center frequency) can be obtained by measuring center frequency.

[0052] Thus, after criteria fO measurement is completed, the inside of a chamber 52 is exhausted and chlorine-based gas
is shortly introduced in a chamber 52. RF power is impressed after installation of gas and dry etching processing is

performed. The optimal conditions about RF power and gas concentration in the case of dry etching processing are

inspected beforehand, and are searched for. Dry etching processing is performed under the optimal conditions. Control
of the amount of etching is performed by RF power application time amount etc. Center frequency becomes high by
etching. Etching time is shorter set up so that the target center frequency may not be exceeded.

[0053] It will exhaust, if dry etching processing is completed, and oxide-film formation is performed again. If the target

oxide-film thickness is obtained, center frequency measurement will be performed again. When the target frequency is

not reached, it exhausts further, and the process of the above-mentioned dry etching and oxid^-film formation is

repeated. It will exhaust, if the target center frequency is obtained, and a substrate is taken out.

[0054] Thus, frequency measurement is performed, always forming a fixed oxide film using the chamber 52 of the

structure shown in drawing 2 .

[0055] As mentioned above, the gestalt of this operation repeats and processes fO adjustment, frequency stabilization

(oxide-film formation), and frequency measurement within 1 patch. Therefore, it becomes possible to do a lasting

frequency measurement activity, moreover, since repeat processing can be performed, if dry etching processing is

performed roughly in the beginning {namely, the amount of etching — large - setting up) and center frequency

approaches the purpose frequency, processing conditions will be changed and what is tuned finely (that is, the amount
of etching is made into a small value) will be made. Therefore, it is possible to perform processing correctly [ are a

short time and ].

[0056] According to the gestalt of this operation, since the center frequency of a SAW device is measured directly,

even if the situation in gas or a chamber 52 changes, mistaken etching processing is carried out and there is no
possibility of adjusting to the purpose frequency and a greatly different frequency.

[0057] Moreover, according to the gestalt of this operation, since the oxide film is formed, the frequency change by
subsequent time amount progress can be prevented. It becomes unnecessary therefore, to take into consideration the
frequency drift by secular change.

[0058] The explanatory view showing the situation of adjustment of the center frequency in the gestalt of other
operations is shown in gestalt 2 drawing 3 of operation.

[0059] A SAW device is not in a wafer condition, the dicing of it is carried out and flip chip mounting is carried out as
shown in drawing 3 . That is, it is supported with the gestalt as shown in drawing 6 mentioned above.
[0060] In flip chip mounting, the golden bump's 14 space for height is surely vacant between the SAW chip 10 and the
package 12. In the case of the flip chip mold surface acoustic wave device using the golden bump 14, about 30-
micrometer space is vacant. Moreover, about 50-micrometer space is vacant also between the side edge of the SAW
chip 10, and the package 12. As mentioned above, excitation active species reaches a chip electrode surface through the
space of a package 12 and the SAW chip 10. Consequently, the matter on the elastic wave propagation field of the front
face of the SAW chip 10 is etched. A sense terminal 70 contacts the pattern of a package 12 from the flesh side of
susceptor 62, and electrical measurement is possible for it. That is, two stomata for RF coaxial track insertion are
prepared in susceptor 62, and a sense terminal 70 contacts the pattern of a package 12 through this stoma, respectively.
And good contact is attained by tuning the location of a sense terminal 70 finely.

[0061] Thus, in the package 12 with which the chip was mounted in the chamber 52, even if it performs wearing,
exhaust air, dry etching, exhaust air, electrode oxidation, and electrical property measurement, the same effectiveness
as the gestalt 1 of the above-mentioned implementation is acquired.

[Translation done.]
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
[Drawing 11 It is the explanatory view of adjustment actuation of the center frequency of the SAW device in the gestalt

1 of this operation.

[Drawing 21 It is an explanatory view explaining the actuation which adjusts center frequency of the SAW device in the

gestalt 1 of this operation.

[Drawing 31 It is an explanatory view explaining the actuation which adjusts center frequency of the SAW device in the

gestalt 2 of this operation.

[Drawing 41 It is an explanatory view showing the chip pattern containing the pad pattern for measurement in the

gestalt 1 of this operation.

[Drawing 51 It is an explanatory view showing the SAW filter manufacture approach of the conventional FDB method.
[Drawing 61 It is a flow chart showing the production process of the conventional SAW filter.

[Description of Notations]

10 A SAW chip, 12 A package, 14 A golden bump, 20 A wafer process, 22 An assembly process, 50 A piezo-electric

substrate, 51 A plus electrode, 52 A chamber, 53 A grand electrode, 60 The pad pattern for measurement, 62 Susceptor
(quartz plate), 64 A justification tongue, 66 A covering device, 70 Sense terminaL

[Translation done.]
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